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MIRKAK -Val Nek's partner
Interview of a Telosian

Val Nek's Telosian Twin flame Mirkak talks about the underworld of Agartha.

Mirkak: My name is, you will have difficulty to pronounce it, Mirkàk. I am from Telos. I was born on Terra. I
had never seen your star from the surface before, since in my childhood I was living in a colony in a remote
place. At my maturity I went to Telos, the city underground which is occupied. I was taken prisoner. The
Naga (occupants of Telos) wanted to take my soul and to submit me to their will, I kept my soul, it didn't
work. I was rescued by friends from Agartha. Liberated, I could escape the planet. In this operation I met Val
Nek. We are a lot of colonies under your surface of the planet, fighting. I know now, that the fights have
grown bigger and closer to freedom at Mount Shasta. Telos is devastated, it is harshly difficult but it is nearly
liberated. I do not want to go there again, I will not go farther than this station (the Excelsior). 

Agartha is a common name we have adopted, but this is a name given by Terrans. Agartha includes the 14
races underneath your Terra, some are indigenous some are from other worlds who came a very long time
ago, progressively, different races. You have beautiful indigenous people, they are not of your density, they
are higher. There are as well darker lower little creatures, there are so many, the diversity of life is very big,
six races local and the other ones are mixed hybrids and mixed from other worlds, mainly Telosians. We
Telosians were first, before called Selosi because we come from planet Seló, star Alpha Centauri, we are
very close to you. My people in the ancient times build magnificent cities. We had a colony in the middle of
the ocean, the big wide circular island with different round circular enclosures, At-laa, At-laa was capital city.
Lemuria, that we name Mu, was in the opposite ocean, different race, not Selosi. Selosi built magnificent
cities. We are very much alike the Ahel, working with crystal energy. We built cities and civilizations with
power of universal force with crystals. This energy is used by all who have reached the level 5 of civilization.
Our capital was powered by life force - universal Phryll, powered by crystal, this crystal we left for you in the
oceans, in the Earth of Terra, my good brothers and sisters are working under your Terra surface, in Earth
underground to provide crystal charge with this energy. We call them memory crystal.

I traveled distance to come and admire this beautiful planet again, and I recall the memory of tales from my
elders, when I was a child in Telos. I have been told of this big magnificent city and always in my dreams I
hoped to travel there because my ancestors built it. I never could. One day, my elder, the most wise elder
gave me a memory crystal. I put the memory crystal on my forehead and I saw At-Laa. These crystals are
memory impregnated, we do this for you to remember, they come to you, they come to those who need
them, who can see. King of Telos long ago made alliance with Ciakahrr Empire and Uru An Na Alliance and
the leaders of the Terran area,  above, you call it Shasta. King had no choice, destruction of Telos was the
threat, he preferred keeping everyone alive and not destroy the archive, the archives have now left Terra. 

I am intimidated to speak Terran language to you and share, this is an extraordinary experience. Val Nek, my
heart, told me this was very special communication, I feel privileged to experience it with you. When war
destroyed At-laa we needed to flee, find refuge and shelter where we could very quick. The people from
Agartha as you name it, welcomed a part of the Telosians and the rest of us left with the ships, but there
wasn't enough ships for everyone, a lot died. Pleiadian Erra, T'mar and Akhori were here to help. A lot died
but all Ahil left first, because it was their ship. Telosians left but the most privileged, the scientists, the minds,
the clever ones. The population went under the ground. 

The local populations of Agartha: some look like little animals with teeth, claws and hair, some look like
small humans, some look like tall  humans, shiny, this is the races I met. Harmony is not a gift  given to
everyone, those whose evolution is still to be processed are torn apart and turned against each other by war.


